[Diseases due to instability of DNA].
The catalog of genetic diseases whose mutational mechanisms are based on the expansion of nucleotide triplets includes 8 disorders classified in terms of type of triplet sequence and the mechanism by which the mutation manifests clinically. To date there are 3 groups. The first is made up of several mental retardation syndromes linked to fragility in the X chromosome (FRAXA, FRAXE, FRAXF, FRA16), with CGG type triplets and large growth expansions located close to a CpG island whose methylation determines degree of chromosome fragility as well as the size of expansion. The second group encompasses diseases arising from CAG triplets. Examples are spinal bulbar atrophy, Huntington's chorea (HC), type 1 dominant cerebellar ataxia (DCA1), dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA) and Machado-Joseph's disease. In this group the expansion codes a polyglutamate residue that gives rise to clinical manifestations by way of functional gain. Myotonic dystrophy (MD) remains in a separate group, with large-size expansion but no chromosomal fragility, and clinical manifestations in multiple systems. All entities encompass phenotypic variation or tendency to inter-generational growth of the expanded fragment that triggers the anticipation phenomenon to varying degrees--greater for some diseases (MD) in cases of maternal transmission and for others (DCA1, HC and DRPLA) when transmission is paternal. The mechanisms by which expansions occur is unknown but the decisive element in some entities may be failure to correct errors in DNA duplication and errors in the integrity of the repeated sequence. We review the difficulties inherent in establishing correlations between genotype and phenotype and in providing genetic counseling.